SCMS School of Engineering and Technology  
Department of Civil Engineering  
Report on **INQUIZITIVE '19**

**Date:** 28\textsuperscript{th} Feb 2019  
**Venue:** 3\textsuperscript{rd} Floor Academic Block-I

“Inquisitive” is an annual in-house quiz competition conducted to exhibit the technical excellence of Civil Engineering students. The quiz encompassed the field of Civil Engineering and included technical and general awareness questions. “Inquisitive’19 - Quiz Competition” was conducted on 28\textsuperscript{th} February, 2019 from 2.50 pm - 4.00 pm for S2 and S4 UG students and Ms. Aiswaria K and Ms. Sruthy M R were the faculty – in – charges for the competition.

Two teams from each class participated making a total of six teams and each team consisted of 2 members. The quiz consisted of 6 rounds. After the third round, 2 teams were eliminated based on their score.

The rounds were:

i. **Structura** – to test the ability to identify famous Civil Engineering structures.

ii. **Fundamenta** – to test the basic knowledge in Civil Engineering.

iii. **Snapshot** – to test the ability to identify various Civil Engineering processes and components.

iv. **Vyaktitva** - to identify famous personalities.

v. **Abbrevia** – to expand the common abbreviations related to the branch.

vi. **Insignia** – to identify the logo of famous Civil Engineering establishments.

The function was attended by around 150 students from S2 and S4 and the esteemed faculty members from Civil Engineering Department. Nandana S and Teena Maria Jose from S6-CE2 hosted the competition. Final year students, Mr. Ananthu Bose, Ms. Hilna Shanu M M, Mr. Renjukrishnan U R and Ms. Thejna S were the student volunteers. The event witnessed enthusiastic preparation and participation of the team members as well as the audience. Based on the final score the winners were announced.

The winners of “Inquisitive’19” are:

| 1\textsuperscript{st} prize | Team – B | ARAAVIND SUBRAMANIOM, S2-CE  
YADHUKRISHNAN R, S2-CE | Score- 100 |
| 2\textsuperscript{nd} prize | Team – C | MUHAMMED AFTHABUDEEN, S4-CE2  
MUHAMMED SAHEEL P A, S4-CE2 | Score - 65 |
| 3\textsuperscript{rd} prize | Team – F | ANISHA RAMESH V, S4-CE1  
HAYA ABDUL MAJEED, S4-CE1 | Score - 50 |